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1 Introduction

Computer has become a part of the human life. Hence, the
computation that we do in a computer should be very fast.
Most of the operations that are performed on a computer
are realized using the basic arithmetic operations such as
addition and subtraction. Many algorithms are proposed
to design fast adder and subtractor.

Computing is the process of performing operations with
the help of a machine called a computer. There are
different types of computing theorems such as cloud
computing [1,2,3,4], quantum computing [5,6,7,8] and
DNA computing [9,10]. DNA computing is a molecular
computing that replaces silicon in the computer by DNA.
DNA computing makes DNA as a computational
medium. A success of a computing model depends on the
implementation of the basic operations. DNA computing,
a kind of molecular computing, is one of the fast-growing
areas of research. Research in DNA computing was
initiated by Adleman in 1994 by solving an instance of
Hamiltonian Path Problem (HPP) [11].

There have been many methodologies proposed for
performing arithmetic operations using DNA computing.
A NAND operation is implemented in [19] by generating
all possible strands with respect to the truth table.
Complementary strands anneal to represent the output. In

[40], string substitution is used for performing basic
boolean operations. A recursive procedures are used for
implementing the basic arithmetic operations [14]. Each
integer is represented as a binary number. Here, DNA
encoding is done for representing each integer. In [13]
and [49], tile self-assembly is used wherein all possible
values for each arithmetic operation are represented as
tiles. Stem loops are used in [47] for representing the four
possible combination of the binary digits 0’s and 1’s. In
multiplication, the output digit is 1 only if both input
digits are 1. Thus, only in this case the stem loops expand
to form linear double chain structure, while in all other
cases the structure of the stem loops are retained. In
currently-proposed algorithms, a decimal number given
as input is translated into binary number and the
operations are applied on it. Hence, a new methodology is
proposed for performing arithmetic operations on any
number system using the operations defined in SInsDelP

system [36]. This methodology performs the operations
directly on the given numbers without converting to
binary equivalent.

In DNA computing, a problem can be solved either
practically using the biological operations in laboratories
or it is solved manually and verified theoretically with the
help of theorems. There are various insertion and deletion
theoretical models proposed in the literature.
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In [37], it is shown that using only either insertion or
deletion operation or both, universal turing machine can
be derived. In [33], a context-sensitive insertion-deletion
model (INSDEL) is proposed. Theoretical model for
inserting circular DNA strand into a linear DNA strand is
proposed in [16]. An insertion-deletion system based on
replicative transposition and PCR-site specific
mutagenesis (SInsDelP) is proposed in [36]. In this paper,
an algorithm for performing arithmetic operations on
different number system is proposed.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the operations defined in SInsDelP

insertion-deletion model. In Section 3, a new method of
number representation is proposed. Algorithms for
decimal operations are proposed in Section 4.
Furthermore, Section 5 gives the operations necessary for
octal arithmetic operations. Finally, the operations
necessary for hexadecimal arithmetic is explained in
Section 5.

2 SInsDelP System

Definition 1.A SInsDelP [35] system is a quadruple

ID = (V,T,A,P)

where V is an alphabet, T ⊆V is the terminal alphabet of

ID, P=INS
⋃

DEL such that INS ⊆ V ⋆ ×V ⋆ is the set of

single contextual insertion rules, DEL ⊆ V ⋆×V ⋆×V ⋆ is

the set of contextual deletion rules and A ⊆ V ⋆ is the set

of axioms. The deletion rules have higher precedence

than the insertion rules when both can be applied

simultaneously.

The rules in INS and DEL take the form (x,y)I and
(x,y,z)D respectively. Here, x and z represent the context
and y represents the content. The insertion operation in
this system is implemented using replicative
transposition. In replicative transposition, the context is
replicated on either side of the inserted content. For
illustration, let uxv be the string, then after insertion it
becomes uxyxv where u,v ∈ V ⋆⋆. Likewise, the deletion
operation in SInsDelP system is realised using PCR-site
specific mutagenesis. Here, the string that lies between
the contexts is deleted. For instance, the string xyz

becomes xz after deletion.

3 Number Representation

To solve a problem in DNA computing, first the problem
must be encoded as DNA sequences. Here, the input for
the algorithm is assumed to be a set of numbers of any
base value. The following logic is proposed for encoding
the numbers.

It is known that a number with base value n is a collection
of digits ranging from 0 to n. To convert a given number
to some equivalent value in DNA bases, two methods can
be followed. One is following a representation that
considers the given decimal number as it is. The other
way is, to denote each digit in a number by DNA bases,
whose concatenation gives the equivalent number value.

In this paper, the latter method is used for the
representation. To facilitate this, a separator is used
between the digits. Along with representing the digits in a
number, the place value of the digits also to be
remembered to facilitate the respective arithmetic
operations. Thus, the following encoding schemes are
proposed for representing a number. The base Gi is used
to representing the face value of a digit i, i.e. to represent
the digit value k, k instances of the base G will be used.
The base T is used as the separator between digits and Ai

denotes the positional value of the digit as the digit is ith

least significant digit.

To smooth the operation, two types of representations are
used. One for representing the first number in the list,
while the other for representing the latter numbers. For
instance, if we want to add two numbers, (315)10 and
(423)10, then the first number (315)10 is encoded in one
form, and the other number (423)10 in another form. The
encoding of the first number is done as described above.
For example, the number (315)10 is encoded as

(315)10 : A4TG3A3T G1A2T G5A1T

In the above encoding, the number of G denotes the digit
value. The A4 present in most significant place is used
only for algorithmic convenience.

To represent other numbers, the bases complementary
to the bases in the above scheme can be used. The base C

to represent the face value of a digit, the base A as the
separator between digits and T i denotes the positional
value of the digit as the digit is ith least significant one.
For instance, the number (315)10 is encoded as

(315)10 : T 4AC3T 3AC1T 2AC5T 1A

The most significant digit T 4 is used only for algorithmic
convenience. Note that the notation used in the above
scheme are complimentary to each other which facilitates
the bonding process. Also, it is presumed that initially, the
test tube contains the DNA strand corresponding to the
first number, while the strands of the remaining numbers
are inserted one by one into the test tube.

The proposed number representation can be extended
further for any number system. To this number
representation, operations defined in SInsDelP system is
applied to perform the necessary arithmetic operations. In
this paper, algorithm for performing arithmetic operations
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on various number systems such as decimal, octal and
hexadecimal is proposed.

4 Decimal Arithmetic Operations

In this section, the algorithms for performing arithmetic
operations on decimal numbers are disscused

4.1 Decimal Addition

Here, the operations necessary for performing addition
operation on given decimal numbers are defined. Also, an
example for illustrating its operations is explained.

To facilitate further addition operation in future, it is
assumed that the notation used for representing the first
number is used for representing the final answer.

4.1.1 Logic Description

The following logic is used for performing addition
operation. Initially, the DNA strand of the first number in
the set of numbers to be added is inserted in to the test
tube. Followed by it, the DNA strands of the consecutive
numbers are added. When a DNA strands are further
added, the newly added strand is appended at the end of
the first DNA strand.

It is known that, when a set of numbers are to be added,
then all the digits in a particular place value of the given
numbers has to be added. To facilitate this, in the
proposed system digits present in a particular place value
are grouped together using percolation operations. This
will move the DNA subsequence of the particular digit
until the position value of the digit matches with the
number of instances of the DNA base A. After
percolation, the unnecessary DNA bases are removed
from the resultant DNA strand.

Now, the number of instances of the bases G and C used
for representing the digit value is summed and the result
is represented in terms of G. After performing addition
operation, there may be a possibility of existence of carry.
In decimal arithmetic operations, a carry is said to occur
when the number of G′s present is greater than 10 where
10 is the base value of the given number. This carry/extra
G present is moved to higher level.

Sometimes, we may get a digit in the last position which
is not bounded by A. Hence, an extra A is added at the
left most end if such a carry exists. The above process is
repeated until all the numbers in the input are added.

4.1.2 Procedure

The operations described in previous section are
expressed using the insertion and deletion operations
defined in the SInsDelP system. Operations for
performing decimal addition in DNA computing is listed
below.

1.(AT,TA,B)D;

2.(AiT G⋆
,T iA,C⋆A)D;

3.(AiT G⋆,AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiTG⋆)D;

4.(T jACkAiT G⋆,AiTG⋆T jACk,T i−1AC⋆)D;

5.(AkT,GiC j,Gi+ j)D;

6.(Gi+ j,GiC j,AkT,)D;

7.(Ai+1T G⋆
,AiTG10

,GAiT )D;

8.(B,AiT G10,GAiT )D;

9.(GAiT G⋆,AiT G10,Ai−1T G⋆)D;

10.(B,BGAiT,BAi+1GAiT )D;

11.(BAi+1GAiT,BGAiT,G)D;

12.(G,AT λ ,ATSecond DNA Strandλ )D;

13.(AT Second DNA Strandλ ,ATλ ,λ )D;

14.(AT λ ,ATSecond DNA Strandλ )I ;

15.(BGAiT,BAi+1GAiT )I ;

16.(AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiT G⋆)I ; if i > j

17.(GiC j,Gi+ j)I ;

18.(AiT G10
,GAiT )I.

When context for both insertion and deletion exists
simultaneously, then the deletion operation takes higher
priority.

4.1.3 Case Study

Let 724 and 456 be the two decimal numbers to be added.
These two numbers are encoded as shown below.

724 : A4TG7A3T G2A2T G4AT

456 : T 4AC4T 3AC5T 2AC6TA

First, the strand

A4TG7A3TG2A2TG4AT

is inserted into the test tube. In the above DNA strand,
there is no context for any of the above operations and
hence no operations is performed on it. Now, after
inserting the second strand, the following sequence will
happen. When a second DNA strand is inserted, it will be
placed at the end of the first DNA strand as shown below
using the operations indicated at the side of the DNA
strand. By rules 12, 13, and 14 we obtain

A4T G7A3T G2A2T G4ATTTT 444AAACCC444TTT 333AAACCC555TTT 222AAACCC666TTT AAA
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Next, the embedded strand has to be percolated to its
respective position as explained in section 4.1.1. By
operations 16, 3, and 4 we obtains

A4TG7A3TG2A2T G4TTT 444AAACCC444AAATTT T 3AC5T 2AC6TA

Repeating the operations 16, 3, and 4 leads to the
following DNA strand. As indicated here, the digits that
belongs to same place value are grouped together at the
end of the operation.

A4T G7TTT 444AAACCC444A3T G2TTT 333AAACCC555A2TG4TTT 222AAACCC666ATTA.

Though the digits to be added are in the same position, still
some extra symbols are in between them. These symbols
are deleted using operations 1 and 2. The modified strand
is given below. By operations 1 and 2 we obtains

A4TG7C4A3TG2C5A2T G4C6AT

Now, the digits are added to get the required result. As
stated, the resultant values are indicated in terms of base G
to facilitate further operations. The DNA strand resulting
from addition operation contains the duplication of context
as given as follows:

A4T GGG777CCC444GGG11GGG777CCC444A3T GGG222CCC555GGG777GGG222CCC555A2T GGG444CCC666GGG10GGG444CCC666AT.

Deleting these extra symbols yields the following strand
and using operations 5 and 6 we obtain

A4TGGG11A3T GGG777A2TGGG10AT.

In a decimal number, a digit can take values ranging from
0 to 9. Hence, when the result value exceeds 9, a carry is
said to occur. This carry has to be propagated/summed up
with the value in the next higher position. It is carried out
by operations 18, 8 and 9, we obtain

GGGAAA444TTT GGGA3T G7GGGAAA222TTT AT.

After the carry propagation, the resulting strand begins
with G. But according to the proposed representation it
must begin with some Ai. This is carried out by operations
10, 11 and 15.

AAA555TTT GGGA4T GA3T G8A2T G0AT

The above process is repeated until all the decimal
numbers are processed.

The performance of the above process can further be
improved by partitioning the set of numbers into subsets
and applying the algorithm in parallel on these subsets.
The sum of the results of these subset gives the final
result.

4.2 Decimal Subtraction

Decimal subtraction is performed by subtracting
subtrahend from minuend. The logic used for subtraction
is same as that of the addition operation. The procedure
used for performing subtraction operation along with an
example is described in the following sections.

4.2.1 Logic description

Though the representation and logic used for subtraction
is same as that of addition, the results obtained from
subtraction operation can be positive or negative. When
the output is positive, the final answer does not need any
modification but when it is negative, the representation
must be changed indicating that the result is negative.
Here, the DNA base value C is used for indicating the
negative result.

4.2.2 Procedure

Decimal subtraction in DNA computing using SInsDelP

system is achieved using the following operations,

1.(AT,TA,B)D;
2.(AiT G⋆,T iA,C⋆A)D;
3.(AiT G⋆,AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiTG⋆)D;
4.(T jACkAiT G⋆,AiTG⋆T jACk,T i−1AC⋆)D;
5.(AkT,GiC j,Gi− j)D;
6.(Gi− j,GiC j,AkT )D;
7.(AkT,GiC j,Ci− j)D;
8.(Ci− j

,GiC j
,AkT )D;

9.(AkT,GiA+TCk,Gi−1A+T G10−k)D;
10.(Gi−1A+TG10−k,GiA+TCk,AkT )D;
11.(B,Ai+1T,AiT )D;
12.(G,AT λ ,AT Second DNA Strandλ )D;
13.(AT Second DNA Strandλ ,AT λ ,λ )D;
14.(AT λ ,AT Second DNA Strandλ )I;
15.(AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiT G⋆)I; if i > j

16.(GiC j,Gi− j)I ; if i ≥ j

17.(GiC j,C j−i)I ; if i < j

18.(GiA+TCk,Gi−1A+T G10−k)I ;

These operations are specified according to the priorities.
Low-priority operation takes place only if context for
high-priority operation does not exists in the DNA strand.
Operations are listed in the order of their priority. It is
illustrated by the following example.

4.2.3 Case Study 1

Let 123 be subtracted from 452. These two numbers are
encoded as shown below.

452 : A4TG4A3T G5A2T G2AT

123 : T 4AC1T 3AC2T 2AC3TA

As per our assumption, first

A4T G4A3TG5A2TG2AT

is inserted into the test tube. In the above DNA strand
there is no context for any of the above operations and
hence it waits for further strands to be inserted into the
tube. Next, the DNA strand of the second number is
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inserted and gets embedded behind the first strand as
shown below, by operations 12, 13, and 14 we obtain

A4T G4A3T G5A2T G2ATTTT 444AAACCC111TTT 333AAACCC222TTT 222AAACCC333TTT AAA

After insertion as context for strand percolation exists, it
gets percolated until the respective position is reached.
This performed by the operation 15.

A4TG4A3TG5A2TG2AAATTT TTT 444AAACCC111TTT 444AAACCC111AAATTTAAATTT TTT 444AAACCC111

T 3AC2T 2AC3TA.

The additional symbols that gets generated due to the
above insertion operation is deleted using the instructions
3 and 4.

A4TG4A3T G5A2T G2TTT 444AAACCC111AAATTT T 3AC2T 2AC3TA

Repeating operations 15, 3, and 4 results in the following
DNA strand,

A4T G4TTT 444AAACCC111A3TG5TTT 333AAACCC222A2TG2TTT 222AAACCC333ATTA

Now, the extra symbols between the two operands are
deleted using operations 1 and 2. As decided, the final
output DNA strand follows the representation of the first
DNA strand

A4TG4C1A3T G5C2A2T G2C3AT

To the above DNA strand, subtraction operation is applied
using the operations 16 and 17. After deleting extra
symbols, it is observed that the digit in ones place of first
number(4) is smaller than the digit in ones place of
second number(6). Hence, a value must be borrowed from
the adjacent digit. Base C is used for this purpose. By
operations 5, 6, 7 and 8, we obtain

A4T GGG333A3T GGG333A2TCCC111AT

The following logic is used for performing the borrow
operation in the proposed algorithm. Since the input here
is a decimal number (base 10), the borrow operation is
performed by subtracting the corresponding digit from
10. Thus, subtracting 1 from 10 yields 9. This is shown by
the following DNA strand. By operations 18, 9 and 10,
we obtain

A4T GGG333A3TGGG222A2T GGG999AT

The above process is repeated until all the decimal
numbers to be subtracted are processed.

4.2.4 Case Study 2

The example in this subsection illustrates the flow of the
algorithm when some of the digits in the given input are
equal.

Let 41 be subtracted from 45. Using the above
proposed scheme, these two numbers will be encoded as
shown below.

45 : A3TG4A2TG5AT

41 : T 3AC4T 2AC1TA

As per our assumption first

A3T G4A2T G5AT

is inserted into the test tube followed by the DNA strand of
the second number. Now, after inserting the second strand,
the operations 12, 13 and 14 takes place. After applying
these operations, the resulting DNA strand looks like the
strand given below.

A3T G4A2T G5ATTTT 333AAACCC444TTT 222AAACCC111TTT AAA

Followed by this embedding operation, percolation of
second DNA strand takes place as shown below. By
operation 15, we obtain

A3T G4A2T G5AAATTT TTT 333AAACCC444TTT 333AAACCC444AAATTT AAATTT TTT 333AAACCC444T 2AC1

TA Deleting the extra symbols, by operations 3, and 4 we
obtain

A3T G4A2T G5TTT 333AAACCC444AAATTT T 2AC1TA

Recursively applying the above described operations
yields,

A3TG4TTT 333AAACCC444A2TG5TTT 222AAACCC111ATTA

Now, deleting the separator symbols used in the
representation of second DNA strand using operations 1
and 2 leads to the following string. By operations 1 and 2,
we obtain

A3T G4C4A2T G5C1AT

All the preprocessing necessary for the subtraction
operation is done. Next, the subtraction operation is
performed by applying the operations 16, 17, 5, 6, 7 and 8
as given below. By operations 16 and 17, we obtain

A3T GGG444CCC444GGG000GGG444CCC444A2TGGG555CCC111GGG4GGG555CCC111AT

By operations 5, 6, and 7, we obtain

A3TGGG000A2T GGG444AT

In this example, as the value of the most significant bit is
same in both the inputs, the last digit is 0 in the result. By
operation 11, we obtain

A2T GGG444AT

4.2.5 Case Study 3

In subtraction operation, when minuend is lesser than the
subtrahend then the result obtained will be negative. In
the proposed algorithm, the presence of the base C at the
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most significant bit indicates the negative result. This is
illustrated in detail by the example in this section.

Let 62 be subtracted from 59. These two numbers are
encoded as shown below.

59 : A3TG5A2T G9AT

62 : T 3AC6T 2AC2TA

As per our assumption first

A3T G5A2T G9AT

is inserted into the test tube which is followed by second
DNA strand. After inserting the second strand, the
following sequence takes place. By operations 12, 13, and
14, we obtain

A3TG5A2TG9AT TTT 333AAACCC666TTT 222AAACCC222TTTAAA.

By operation 15, we obtain

A3T G5A2T G9AAATTT TTT 333AAACCC666TTT 333AAACCC666AAATTT AAATTT TTT 333AAACCC666T 2AC2TA.

According to operations 3, and 4, we obtain

A3T G5A2T G9TTT 333AAACCC666AAATTTT 2AC2TA

Now, applying operations 13, 3, and 4 recursively leads to,

A3T G5TTT 333AAACCC666A2TG9TTT 222AAACCC222ATTA

Based on operations 1 and 2

A3T G5C6A2T G9C2AT.

By operations 16 and 17

A3T GGG555CCC666CCC111GGG555CCC666A2TGGG999CCC222GGG7GGG999CCC222AT.

From operations 5, 6, and 7, we obtain

A3TCCC111A2T GGG777AT

In the above strand, there is no context for operation 8.
Hence, the iteration stops with this step. Presence of C in
the left most end of the final strand indicates that the result
is a negative number.

At this stage, either the subtraction operation can be
repeated by interchanging subtrahend and minuend or any
restoring operation can be applied to get the actual result.
For instance, in the above example the number 17 can be
subtracted from 20 to get the actual result 13.

5 Octal Arithmetic Operations

The logical difference that lies between the decimal and
octal arithmetic operations is in the range of values taken
by each number system. In octal number system, as the
base value is 8, the range of value taken by a digit in an
octal number is 0 to 7.

Algorithm for performing arithmetic operations on
octal numbers is described in the following subsection.

5.1 Addition Operation

The operations necessary for addition operation are
enumerated below.

1.(AT,TA,B)D;

2.(AiT G⋆,T iA,C⋆A)D;

3.(AiT G⋆,AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiTG⋆)D;

4.(T jACkAiT G⋆,AiTG⋆T jACk,T i−1AC⋆)D;

5.(AkT,GiC j,Gi+ j)D;

6.(Gi+ j,GiC j,AkT,)D;

7.(Ai+1T G⋆
,AiTG8

,GAiT )D;

8.(B,AiT G8,GAiT )D;

9.(GAiT G⋆,AiT G8,Ai−1T G⋆)D;

10.(B,BGAiT,BAi+1GAiT )D;

11.(BAi+1GAiT,BGAiT,G)D;

12.(G,AT λ ,ATSecond DNA Strandλ )D;

13.(AT Second DNA Strandλ ,AT λ ,λ )D;

14.(AT λ ,ATSecond DNA Strandλ )I ;

15.(BGAiT,BAi+1GAiT )I ;

16.(AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiT G⋆)I; if i > j

17.(GiC j,Gi+ j)I ;

18.(AiT G8
,GAiT )I ;

5.1.1 Case Study

Let 324 and 256 be the two octal numbers to be added.
Encoding of these two numbers using DNA bases are
given below.

324 : A4TG3A3T G2A2T G4AT

256 : T 4AC2T 3AC5T 2AC6TA

Initially, the strand

A4T G3A3TG2A2TG4AT

is inserted into the test tube. Followed by it, the DNA
strand corresponding to the next numbers are inserted into
the test tube resulting in the following operations. By
rules 12, 13, and 14, we obtain

A4T G3A3T G2A2T G4ATTTT 444AAACCC222TTT 333AAACCC555TTT 222AAACCC666TTT AAA

Next, the digits in the second strand are percolated to the
respective digits( digits in particular position) as explained
in the previous section. From by operations 16, 3, and 4,
we obtain

A4T G3A3T G2A2T G4TTT 444AAACCC222AAATTTT 3AC5T 2AC6TA.

Repeating the operations 16, 3, 4 until the context exists
leads to the following DNA strand.

A4T G3TTT 444AAACCC222A3T G2TTT 333AAACCC555A2T G4TTT 222AAACCC666AT TA.
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The modified DNA strand after removing the extra
symbols is given below. By operations 1 and 2, we obtain

A4T G3C2A3T G2C5A2T G4C6AT.

After adding and deleting the extra symbols, the above
DNA strand gets modified as below.

A4T GGG333CCC222GGG555GGG333CCC222A3T GGG222CCC555GGG777GGG222CCC555A2T GGG444CCC666GGG10GGG444CCC666AT,

by operation 17. Deleting these extra symbols yields the
following strand, by operations 5 and 6

A4T GGG5A3TGGG777A2T GGG10AT.

In an octal number, a digit can take values ranging from 0
to 7. Hence, when the value of the result exceeds 7, a carry
is said to occur. This carry has to be propagated/summed
up with the value in the next higher position. By operations
18, 8 and 9, we obtain

GGG111AAA444TTT GGG000A3T G0AAA222TTT GGG222AT.

When carry propagation occurs in the most significant
digit of a number, then the resulting DNA strand may not
begin with the base A. Hence, it is added using the
operations 10, 11 and 15.

AAA555TTTGGG111A4T G0A3T G0A2T G2AT.

The above process is repeated until all the octal numbers
are added.

5.2 Octal Subtraction

Insertion and deletion operations necessary for performing
octal subtraction are listed below.

1.(AT,TA,B)D;
2.(AiTG⋆,T iA,C⋆A)D;
3.(AiTG⋆,AiT G⋆T jACk,T jACkAiT G⋆)D;
4.(T jACkAiT G⋆,AiTG⋆T jACk,T i−1AC⋆)D;
5.(AkT,GiC j,Gi− j)D;
6.(Gi− j,GiC j,AkT )D;
7.(AkT,GiC j,Ci− j)D;
8.(Ci− j ,GiC j,AkT )D;
9.(AkT,GiA+TCk,Gi−1A+T G8−k)D;

10.(Gi−1A+T G8−k
,GiA+TCk

,AkT )D;
11.(B,Ai+1T,AiT )D;
12.(G,AT λ ,AT Second DNA Strandλ )D;
13.(AT Second DNA Strandλ ,AT λ ,λ )D;
14.(AT λ ,AT Second DNA Strandλ )I ;
15.(AiTG⋆T jACk,T jACkAiT G⋆)I ; if i > j

16.(GiC j,Gi− j)I ; if i ≥ j

17.(GiC j
,C j−i)I ; if i < j

18.(GiA+TCk,Gi−1A+T G8−k)I ;

The detailed explanation of the above algorithm is given
by the example in the following section.

5.3 Case Study

Let 173 be subtracted from 456. Representation of these
two numbers using DNA bases are shown below.

456 : A4TG4A3T G5A2T G6AT

173 : T 4AC1T 3AC7T 2AC3TA.

First the strand

A4TG4A3TG5A2TG6AT

is inserted into the test tube. Followed by it, the DNA
strands of the remaining numbers are inserted into the test
tube. By operations 12, 13, and 14, we obtain

A4T G4A3T G5A2T G6ATTTT 444AAACCC111TTT 333AAACCC777TTT 222AAACCC333TTT AAA.

Embedding the second DNA strand after the first DNA
strand is achieved by the above operations. After
embedding, the digits present in the second DNA strand
are percolated towards the digits of the first DNA strand.
This is performed by the operations 15, 3 and 4.
Repeating these operations yields the following DNA
strand.

A4T G4TTT 444AAACCC111A3T G5TTT 333AAACCC777A2T G6TTT 222AAACCC333AT TA.

Now, the extra symbols between the two operands are
deleted using operations 1 and 2.

A4TG4C1A3TG5C2A2TG2C3AT

Subtracting and deleting the extra symbols using the
operations 5, 6, 7, 8, 16 and 17 results in the following
DNA strand.

A4T GGG333A3TCCC222A2T GGG3AT.

From the above DNA strand, it is observed that the digit
in ten′s place is negative and borrow from the next higher
value must be done. A borrow in an octal number results
in the addition of the value 8 to the digit that is
borrowing. Thus, the borrow operation in octal
number(base 8) is performed by subtracting the
corresponding digit from 8. Thus, subtracting 2 from 8
yields 6. By operations 18, 9 and 10, we obtain

A4T GGG333A3T GGG666A2TGGG333AT.

The above process is repeated until all the octal numbers
in the input are subtracted.

6 Hexadecimal Arithmetic Operations

In this section, the procedure for performing hexadecimal
arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division are discussed. From the
procedure proposed for decimal and octal arithmetic
following points are inferred. For either carry propagation
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or borrow operation, the value of the digit that is carried
forward or borrowed is the base value of the number
system. Thus the algorithm for performing arithmetic
operations on hexadecimal numbers can be obtained by
replacing the base value 10 or 8 by the base value 16.

Thus, the proposed algorithm can be used for
performing arithmetic operations on any number systems.

Theorem 1.The proposed algorithms for addition

operation works well for all cases.

Proof.The theorem can be proved by applying
mathematical induction on the length of the numbers to
be added. Let d and s represent a digit and a string of
digits.
Basis:

Let |s|=1. i.e. we take two digits that need to be
added. Let d1 and d2 be the two digits to be added. Then,
the DNA representation for the above two digits are
A2TGd1AT and T 2ACd2AT . The addition of the digits Gd1

and Cd2 is achieved by applying the operations numbered
from 1 to 18 once.
Induction:

Let s′ and s be a string of length n and n + 1
respectively and s = s′d.

Assume that the theorem is true for a string of length
n. i.e. the theorem is true for the string s′. Then we have
to prove that it is true for a string of length n+ 1. i.e. s′d.
Let s1′ and s2′ be the strings of length n and d1′ and d2′

be the digits that need to be concatenated with s1′ and s2′

respectively.
Let s1′ = d′

11d′
12 . . .d

′
1n and s2′ = d′

21d′
22 . . .d

′
2n. The

DNA representation for the strings s1′ and s2′ are given
below

AkTd′
11Ak−1T d′

12 . . .A
2T d′

1nTA

and
T kAd′

21T k−1Ad′
22 . . .T

2Ad′
2nTA

From our assumption, the theorem is true for the above
two strings s1′ and s2′. Now we prove that it is true for
strings of length n+ 1 i.e. for s1 and s2. We know that s1
and s2 are made by concatenating s1′ and s2′ with d1 and
d2 respectively. The DNA representations for s1 and s2 are
given below,

AkT d′
11Ak−1T d′

12 . . .A
2T d1AT

and
T kAd′

21T k−1Ad′
22 . . .T

2Ad2TA

The above-said concatenation can be done either to the
digits of s′ or to the result obtained by summing s1′ with
s2′. Here, the concatenation is done to the digits of s′. The
sum of the above numbers can be achieved by the
operations numbered from 1 to 17. The process that exists
while addition can be taken care by the operation 18.
Thus, the above theorem is proved.

7 Perspective

In this paper, we proposed two novel algorithms for
performing arithmetic operations like addition,
subtraction. These two algorithms can be used to perform
the multiplication and the division operations. Also, we
explained a new representation for decimal numbers in
DNA computing. In Future work, we will explain the
usage of these algorithms to perform a more complex
mathematical operation in DNA computing.
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